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The case for CCS in the UK is compelling …

• 200TWh/year new production in 2020s*

• Only 25% of today’s low-carbon generation 
operational in 2030*

• H2 network to fuel peaking plant?

ELECTRICITY

INDUSTRY

• Few (or no) alternatives for decarbonisation

• 20-30m tonnes p.a. potential**

• Economically very cheap abatement

HEAT

• H2 with CCS a very plausible answer

• But there is a lot of work to do to be sure

• CCS needed in deployment in 2020 

TRANSPORT

• Cannot drive CCS alone

• Significant benefits if H2 network is developed

*Committee on Climate Change
** DECC / BEIS



… but remember no-one cares about

• Whole systems analysis

• Systems costs

• Sector coupling and sector synergies

• Optionality

• Cheapest long-term pathways



“Carbon Capture Ready” is easy to deal with

“Investors are on notice that new gas-
fired power stations without CCS will 

have a limited life”

Report of the Parliamentary Advisory Group on CCS



Commercialising Industrial 
CCS



You cannot do Industrial CCS alone or first

• Too cheap

• Too small

• Too bust



Re-arranging the cash flows for industrial CCS

T&S Opex

T&S Capex

Capture Capex

Capture Opex

Today:  Economically cheap; financially impossible
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Re-arranging the cash flows for industrial CCS

T&S Opex

Capture Capex

Capture Opex

Step 1:  Turn T&S capex into opex by having someone 
else underwrite the T&S infrastructure investment
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Re-arranging the cash flows for industrial CCS

T&S Opex

Capture Capex

Capture Opex

Step 2:  Repay capture capex over the relevant 
(short) financing horizon
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So there are three rules for developing a UK CCS 
industry sequestering industrial emissions

• Do power first

• Do power first

• Do power first



Commercialising CCS in 
the Electricity Sector and 

enabling the other sectors



Commercial architecture

T&SCo.

PowerCo

CCS Delivery Company

CCS Power 
Contract

Long term 
T&S Contract

Base system as much as

Industrial 
Capture 

Contract

Short term 
T&S Contract

Industry

? Heat
Long term 
T&S Contract

? Future
interface to gas 

companies

• Physical architecture mirrors this at “clusters”



The CCS Delivery Company

• State-ownership and financing

• Singular focus on cost (max £85/MWh)

• Full-chain

• Long-term storage liability 

• Blank sheet of paper



Drivers of day-one cost competitive CCS

• Scale

• Competition where markets are competitive

• Regulation

• (Temporary) State risk retention



Is the CCSDC the CEGB or the 
LCCC?  



The commercial evolution of CCS in the UK

Power first

State driven

T&S 
established

Sector 
specific 

interventions 
in heat and 

industry

Economy 
wide 

incentive via 
a CCS 

Certificate 
System

• Regulation has to be set up initially to change with time



There are only six things you need to remember 
to commercialise CCS at lowest cost in the UK

1. Establish a CCS Delivery Company 

2. Establish a system of economic regulation for UK CCS 

3. Incentivise industrial CCS through Industrial Capture 
Contracts 

4. Establish a Heat Transformation Group

5. Establish a CCS Certificate System

6. Establish a CCS Obligation System


